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Vojenské zatýkání vědce zabývajícího se vakcínami na
základě obvinění z příslušenství k hromadné vraždě
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Vyšetřovatelé JAG amerického námořnictva v úterý zatkli vedoucího

pracovníka společnosti Janssen Pharmaceuticals na základě obvinění

z „napomáhání k masové vraždě a zabití z nedbalosti“ za klamání

veřejnosti o bezpečnosti a účinnosti vakcíny proti Covid-19, kterou

pomáhal vyvinout, zdroje generál Eric M. Smithova kancelář to řekla

Real Raw News.
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Richard Tillyer, Ph.D., globální ředitel výzkumu a vývoje Janssen, byl

zadržen poblíž svého domova v Short Hills v New Jersey a byl mu

předložen vojenský zatykač, který ho jmenoval jako jednoho ze čtyř

vedoucích pracovníků společnosti Janssen odpovědných za pohřbení

zpráv o raných vedlejších účincích. zejména účastníků zkušebního

období na začátku roku 2020.

Kdyby byly zveřejněny konkrétní následky, došlo by k hlasitému

pokřiku, který by zastavil procesy a uvěznil Janssenovo vedení.

Společnost se však izolovala před vnější kontrolou; účastníci pokusu

podepsali agresivní dohody o mlčenlivosti a FDA poskytl společnosti

Janssen – subjektu a jeho zaměstnancům – absolutní imunitu před

odpovědností. Účastníci měli dokonce zakázáno navštěvovat své

lékaře, když byli zapojeni do testovacího programu – pokud by se u

někoho objevila nějaká nemoc – smrkání, bolest v krku, zlomená

ruka, kardiovaskulární onemocnění atd. – musel si promluvit se

zástupcem společnosti Janssen, který by svévolně rozhodnout, zda

účastník může navštívit soukromého poskytovatele zdravotní péče.

Janssenova NDA byla tak komplexní, že hrozila právní odvetou proti

porušovatelům.

Náš zdroj uvedl, že armáda má nyní databázi Janssen, kterou Tillyer

udržoval po celý rok 2020. Jeho identifikační číslo zaměstnance bylo

používáno k běžnému přístupu a aktualizaci sady záznamů, která

dokumentovala vedlejší účinky od června 2020.

V červenci téhož roku 35letá účastnice studie zatelefonovala zástupci

společnosti Janssen a řekla, že dva dny po počáteční vakcinaci

pociťuje akutní bolest břicha. Místo aby zavolala sanitku nebo jela do

nejbližší nemocnice tři míle daleko, ona, zmítaná bolestmi, jela 55

mil na pohotovost, kde byla přítomna společnost Janssen

Pharmaceuticals – podle instrukcí zástupce. Svírala břicho v agónii,

proklouzla dveřmi a byla vytříděna, ale byla nucena čekat 30 minut,

než bude k dispozici lékař s Janssenem. Baterie testů odhalila, že se u

ní spontánně vyvinulo 50 nekarcinoidních nádorů ve slepém střevě.

Vzhledem k tomu, že měla výrazně vysoký počet bílých krvinek, lékař
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navrhl odstranění slepého střeva, ale opět žádná operace se

neuskuteční, dokud do nemocnice nedorazí Janssenem schválený

chirurg – o hodinu později. Zemřela na operačním stole. Během

zákroku jí prasklo slepé střevo. V úmrtním listu byla vynechána

zmínka o vakcíně a jako příčina smrti byla uvedena „zánět slepého

střeva vyvolaný peritonitidou“.

V září 2020 hlásil 22letý muž, vysokoškolský sportovec, znecitlivění

obou nohou několik dní po bodnutí. Bylo mu řečeno, aby sám

sledoval stav po dobu 48 hodin a navštívil specifické centrum

urgentní péče, pokud příznaky přetrvávají. Když tam o dva dny

později dorazil, sotva chodil a říkal, že ho bolí prsa. "Srdce mi buší v

uších," řekl zdravotní sestře. Sanitkou byl převezen do nemocnice,

kde testy ukázaly, že se mu náhle vytvořily krevní sraženiny ve

stehenních tepnách. Dostal opravdu špatnou zprávu: budou mu

amputovány nohy nad koleny. Zemřel na alergickou reakci na

anestezii.

To jsou jen dva příklady.

Podle našeho zdroje je databáze encyklopedií úmrtí a nemocí

připisovaných vakcíně Covid.

„Z jedné skupiny 438 jich 14 zemřelo do dvou týdnů po výstřelu.

Mnoho dalších představovalo vysilující nemoci. Doktor Tillyer měl

morální a etickou povinnost vystoupit, ale byl součástí agendy.

Databáze byla označena jako 'DNS' a předpokládáme, že to znamená

'nesdílet'. Stačilo vydat zatykač,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Neřekl, jak JAG databázi získal, ale řekl, že je autentická.

Když se na něj obrátili vyšetřovatelé JAG, Tillyer své zatčení pokáral

a řekl, že ochrana firemních tajemství není zločin. Když byl nasazen v

poutech, údajně „kňučel jako nemluvně“.

Úřad vojenských komisí stále sleduje tři další vedoucí pracovníky

společnosti Janssen.
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Janssen Pharmaceuticals je dceřinou společností Johnson &

Johnson.

Kromě toho byl v pondělí ráno na Guantánamu oběšen bývalý

generál chirurg Jerome Adams.Real Raw News již nebude tvořit

články o popravách (budou se velmi opakovat), pokud se nestane

něco neobvyklého. Dlouholetý čtenář RRN říká, že bych měl v jejich

zveřejňování pokračovat, tak to udělám.

(Navštíveno 43 601krát, dnes 43 601 návštěv)

 

Pane Baxtere, věřte mi v tom: „opakování“ nám nevadí. Číst o

popravách je balzámem pro naše divoké duše. Ve skutečnosti by

DALŠÍ podrobnosti byly velmi dobře přijaty.

ok. Thank you. I apprecitate the sentiment of longterm readers and

will take their concerns into consideration. Since many seem to want

to read about them, I’ll continue.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Michael Baxter

Please do. Without knowing about the executions we have no way of

knowing how justice was meted out and the reactions of days justice

received.

 
What has been a fight for our lives is now our turn to see the result of

the turnaround.

 
Thanks for your work.

Agreed with WWC. If you have access to the details, please share no

matter how redundant and repetitive they may be. Also, the new

poster Jul1e and another Jas0n certainly appear to be the same

person and the one who has been kicked off countless times for

having a stuck “o” key.
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I’ve tried to post 3 times. Even replied to Michael Baxters post to see

why I’m not allowed to comment but these new posters can? Ok no

problem I’ll just read like I have since the beginning.

Yes. Sorry. It takes me a while sometimes to get to comment

approvals. One approved, you can post freely, as long as you’re not a

troll.

I’ve been reading your site for nearly 3 years now – if you consider

that long term. I’m also interested in the executions. I was waiting all

week to read about Adam’s execution. Strangely, I want to know

what they ask for to eat and how they behaved at the rope, if they

have any last words, was the criminal remorseful. Thanks, Michael.

Thank you Michael for deciding to continue the articles on the

executions. We appreciate knowing. For myself it is good to know if

they come to salvation before their justice is meted out here on earth.

God bless you.

This is the only way we know the players put in front of the camera

are clones or masks. If I missed any details on the real Joe Biden, a

rerun would be most welcome. Also, information on the Hollywood

players.

I also could not find specific detail in RRN reports of what happened

to the real criminal Joe Biden.

There are also many actors and actresses that appear to have been

dealt with, but no relevant RRN reports posted.

Can you help with this Michael?

My understanding is that the Hollywood players are being brought to

Diego Garcia. If someone has better information than I, please add

what you know.

There are a couple of sites in Central/South America too.
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One of the military tribunal sites where they get the deep state

traitors tried and punished Besides GITMO, we have Tierra del

Fuego, Azores, XL Honduras, Iceland, Greenland, because there are

so many traitors and Rothschilian agents worldwide.

Even if you were to combine a few together and give the highlights of

each one….I think that would be good too. You do a great job on all of

these articles and I can’t wait to read them all. I keep going back and

re-reading a lot of them. I just finished re-reading about Bill Gates

yesterday. Prayers are with you as you undertake this task.

Extensive details of detainee behavior, words spoken, last minute

utterances, facial expressions, and any peculiarities on the day of

execution is also our only means to verify the authenticity and

veracity of your reports, because your sources are inaccessible to

readers, and stories can’t be verified by any published military or law

enforcement reports.

SO WE NEED DETAIL, as our only method of verification, by

comparing all known personality and behavioral habits and character

to those details you provide in the execution reports.

Thank you Michael!

OMG. Your comment is absolutely preposterous as well as obnoxious

.This is a person who receives intel. Do you think he and his sources

call each other while relaxing in their homes smoking cigars and chat

about behavioral nuances? Or is he catching salient facts as much as

he is able to by whatever means and sharing them with us? God!

What a clueless idiot you are.

People are DYING out there and you can’t be bothered to report

about the final justice for these horrible criminals?

Last edited 5 hours ago by Sue
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Do you have anyone who can help you? Maybe put the reports

together like you do? I know you have a lot on your plate.

 
I wish we could also receive info re tribunals and

executions/sentences in other places. Keep wondering if AMG is

accurate.

I noticed many of your past stories are no longer available. Your

story histories stop at tab #50. Why were they dropped? I loved

reading them.

What would be best, is actual footage of their lives before & after

gitmoed, sir…….

He does mention last meal requests. Many don’t want one and I

remember he wrote that skank hillary got scrambled eggs and a

milkshake. I’m sure some such details are simply not available. I

know he always writes their final words.

A jalapeño omelette and strawberry milkshake.. God, I can’t believe I

haven’t forgotten such irrelevant trivia yet. 🤮🙄

i would like a close up video clip of the shitbag’s face as soon as

she/he walks up those beautiful gallows stairs!

The Shills appear here because what you post upsets the story the

Deep State want to share. They read or hear about what is going on

and knowing the noose may be going around their neck next; it is

important to remind them over and over again what is waiting for

them. FEAR is what they use against us; this is our turn to bring

them down. They can suicide, try to hide or turn themselves in, but

in the end they will be caught. Cooperate and they might get life

instead of the noose. After everything is known, they have nothing to

barter with.

Keep the detail coming… you are terrorizing the enemy… GOOD FOR

YOU
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Chyna Phillips is married to a Baldwin brother, forget the first

name–William I think. . Definitely something strange going on a

couple years ago. Her husband’s appearance looked cgi and her

behavior got more erratic and sad. Her mom, Michelle Phillips,

talked about her childhood, and religion. When she was supposed to

be talking to William, her face didn’t look in the right direction. He

really seemed cgi, and according to WarNuse,, on Twitter until

banned, Wm. Baldwin was on the list of gone forever

Last edited 2 hours ago by Claire

Oct 14, 2019 USA Today by Cydney Henderson:

Billy Baldwin, Chynna Phillips reveal their teen son was diagnosed

with cancer last year

It’s hard to believe things in our nation got so bad. But, my mind

keeps taking me back to what I learned in a college geology class:

what ever “clan” rises to the top of the heap in a state of chaos is that

which is being scraped off the top of any experiment. DNA has a

shelf-life.

As above so below…..the concept resonated but witnessing an

extinction event is not something I planned to experience.

Thank you. This is the only info we receive confirming WH are active

.. it gives us hope.

It’s ugly, but we need to hear about these executions. These monsters

have filled our world with fear, and suffering, and we need to know

when they get what is coming to them.

Please don’t stop. I hope to see video footage of these executions one

days, once the EBS has gone off, and their sorry asses have all been

rounded up.
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Exactly right, Ryan! We need closure and to see justice done. C’mon

Mike – Let’s see them on video if possible! I’m not into gore but I

want to see proof…

In fact, embellish the executions as much as possible for our

enjoyment! Perk of the job as a reader!

This is the only place we hear on the consequences of the crimes

they’ve committed to humanity…I hope they also go after the nurses

and dr’s at clinics and hospitals that sneak the jab on people without

their knowledge and or their consent…They just come in and tell the

patient that a shot is needed and they give them the jab…it has

happened to many that I know.

Mr. Baxter, I want to thank you for all your hard work and time you

devote to bring us the latest news in what’s happening. I check every

day 2 or 3x for news and when some days go by without any new

posts you may have been hacked or having trouble. I and others

believe you could be hitting too close to home and the corrupt ones

are trying to take your website out! Thank God you never give up!�
You give us hope and belief that we are and will WIN no matter how

long it takes. God bless you and the military and everyone risking

their lives in this fight against evil. With God on our side well win

and our country will be safe and prosperous again. ♥ 💙�🤩

Jerome is married to my daughter in law’s second cousin. Do we

know if the spouses sign NDA’s .. because asked my son about it and

it appears the rest of family do not know what is going on. But yes we

want to know about the executions.

May I suggest you get your son, playing devil’s advocate, to tell the

Jerome family, or their relatives that he may know, that there is this

story in RRW about Jerome, and maybe they should have a look at it

and sue big time. See what their response is.
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I know someone married to Alec Baldwins brother. She definitely

doesn’t know Alec is dead. Just says he has so many kids the family

doesn’t see him and his wife much. But she clearly loves being

married into that family and says they are all really great people.

Strange.

They probably don’t know what he did to Kim and Ireland. If they

did, they would disown him and disavow even being related to him.

Please reconsider I look forward to read all executions articles. Gives

me justice knowing they got caught paid the ultimate price. What

their actions are at time of execution. Thank you

The only reason why I read RRN is for the executions, we need to

hear that we are winning this war, we need to hear that there is

justice bring met, it does give us a sense of justice, it is healing to our

wounds.

Last edited 7 hours ago by Diana

As far as I know we have no other source at Gitmo. Details are always

important, even if it get repetitive writing them up, when you have

the only source. It’s historical in a way.

Thanks for your consideration. If an execution is unremarkable I’d be

happy with articles that post several at a time with no more than a

paragraph or two about how unremarakable each one was – or even

just a list of executions, times, dates, who was executed & why? That

may allow you to cover more executions we are not even aware of.

OMG! This person thinks you were there and watched every detail

but are purposely holding back information. They obviously have

absolutely no idea what gathering intel is like. I honestly don’t know

how you cope with these people.

Please continue posting them them Michael. I’ll speak for many of

us; we’d love to read the additional details about Jerome Adams as

well as all the other deep staters there.
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Thank you for all you do. 🙂

Last edited 6 hours ago by live oak

Please know this: Everytime you post a story, you are throwing a

lifeline out to untold numbers of people who are treading water

under difficult conditions. My husband and I never miss one of these

stories. We never missed Q either. In this time, information is more

precious than diamonds.

Mike, thank you for the hard work you do but I believe you may not

understand that the arrests AND executions are exactly what we are

looking for. PLEASE continue and list every detail possible, Sir. We

the People need to see justice done and I would also ask for a current

updated list of every creep that has paid for their crimes against

humanity and treason. I’m certain I speak for most of your readers

when I say that you couldn’t graphic enough for most of us. I hope

when they air the EBS/EAS that they have videos of the executions

and court cases. WWG1WGA, Doc.

MICHAEL..WHY are new comments BURIED IN THE MIDDLE OF

THE PAGE???…THIS makes your comment section look RIGGED….

Thank you, Mr. Baxter. I totally agree with WWC. It gives us a sense

of justice even though we aren’t privy to a video (at least right now).

Knowing these evil scumbags are meeting their maker does my heart

good! Let me know if they should run out of rope. I can help

replenish their supply.

It doesn’t need to be a lengthy report. Just something to the effect

that the sentence was carried out and the date. I assume most is by

hanging. If not maybe you could mention that.

Where is Gina Haspel, former CIA chief? Last I heard she was

injured in Frankfurt. Is she in protective custody in GITMO?

She was on a plane there last time I heard. Dirty traitor needs life for

what she did to betray us. She got people killed in the process as well.
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Hi Michael,

I agree with Corrigan to keep ‘em comin’! I understand your point

also about how repetitive and boring it may seem to you to write and

publish, but it is so much desired by us your readers.

Yes, sometimes the real and the raw of life and certain events are

unremarkable. If you feel that way about certain cases, take the route

that a few have suggested of combining a few reports. You can call it

the RRN Obituaries [Volume 1 (2, 3, etc.)].

Without an obituary of sorts, there’s no public record of expiration.

Not having this record (of course wouldn’t stop the shenanigans but)

would make it easier to for them to slip in clones without getting too

much scrutiny.

Lastly, perhaps you could be allowed to interview various ones the

day before the noose. If anything fruitful or colorful comes of it,

awesome!

Last edited 4 hours ago by Y2KO

Michael….you’ve got the BEST news website on the internet. By far.

These other pussy news websites (including Fox News) would not

dare report some of these stories. My only hope is….that even a small

percentage of these reports are *TRUE*. One of your competitors

posted and promoted a story (to sell new memberships) on his site

claiming that Hillary was HUNG at GITMO. And, we all believed

it….until she was spotted a few weeks later enjoying a glass of wine at

her favorite NYC restaurant. Since that episode….he has completely

changed the format of his site….using guest speakers–because he lost

many of his followers due to his *bulls**t stories. SO…KEEP UP THE

GREAT WORK, MICHAEL. I check your website every day for all the

latest. BEST WISHES !!

That is correct.Hillary had more doubles than any Deep Stater out

there.
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nope. spartacus set the rules: if they can tweet, they’re alive. so sorry

mikey, she’s alive

Was this sarcasm? HRC was executed years ago, RRN had an article

about it? That Viper HRC has throngs of clones and body doubles, let

alone the CGI they can make up. You need a bigger red pill and get

out of the gopher holes, the rabbits are much deeper.

What are you on about? HRC was ended at Gitmo or some such

facility. Probably several more of her are still scuttling around, but I

think a couple of those critters were also put down.

Please continue to report as much as you can. People need hope that

justice is being served. You are the one who is reporting what is

happening .

I want to know they happen and I want specifics about the people:

Did they express remorse; Did they seek God; Did they manifest

demonics like Newsom…Did they reveal intel…..I do not want

graphic details about the executions themselves. I, too, am very

angry at many of these clearly evil people….but I don’t want to

become like them. I just want justice and for it to stop and

Patriots/White Hats to win.

Now Mr. B, I look forward to all repetitiveness of these updates. As a

fellow Navy veteran, you’re doing an awesome job! I look forward of

reading these updates.

Young man. Please continue to satiate my blood thirsty appitite to

see justice done. Continue to elucidate on the gore all over the floor

details of the miscreant’s last hours on earth. Really think these

wretched souls should receive their very own poisonous injections

and writhe in pain and agony the way they have put us through. For

the USMC yahhh kill and go Teufel Hunden! Keep up the good

works.
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Every single execution will make good people feel more relieved from

the pain of seeing so many jabbed innocent lost their lives. Please

continue the repetition more and more and more!!!!!!!

Thank you Mr. Baxter. Reading about the execution will give more

assurance that the criminal is out of the way. We cannot wait to read

about the execution of this disgusting criminal called Richard Tillyer.

I love reading about the executions. Sometimes I read the articles 2

and 3 times over. It makes me feel so good.

The more gore, the better as far as I am concerned. Eyes popping out

would put a smile on my face.

boooooooooooooring. what’s an accessory anyways? we need real

charges not this bs. It’d be easy to simply say he was acting under

duress of the dark lord and there goes the case. brilliant!

I also am extremely interested in reading about the executions. I’m

sure close relatives of the criminal would also like to know about

their relative’s execution as well. It is also necessary for other

deepstate cabalists to read about how their comrades die. Since EBS

is taking a long time, we have your RealRawNews website to depend

on. If I had extra time I would make a video reading your articles and

commenting about it in a podcast to draw more interest and traffic to

your website to wake up the Normies

Not only do I agree, but I actually engaged in Marketing for RRN.

Got a huge backlash from shills and biased normies regarding the

RRN Disclaimer’s “humor, satire, and parody” statement. But when

their pseudo-logic was challenged with real logic, they shut up.

It turns out those “experts” critiquing the credibility of RRN did not

actually read any RRN articles, and were unable to put into words

how they achieved their expertise.
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Good idea, Max. Perhaps the normies prefer to have lunch at their

desk and just listen. A reformed normy might do the movement a lot

of good, preaching rather like a reformed alcoholic.

I agree. These snippets of Justice are the only thing that keeps me

going. I check every day. I want to know who was arrested, what is

said, and how they act all the way till the end.

They should have to go through the “Flesh Fair” in a large stadium

with real patriots like in the movie artificial intelligence with the

robot boy.

You said it so well!!! It is a balm of justice to our souls…every last

detail. Thank you, Mr. Baxter, for taking the time to hear your

readers. Much appreciated. 😃

A weekly run down of those hanged, shot, injected, etc. would be

nice.

Great work!

 
Keep it up!

Mb, just keep up the work you’ve done for all of us. The more we

know, the better informations we’ve received, the better results and

give us hope that justices will prevails. The tribunals, the executions

needs to be told to the Americans peoples!

I personally have waited years for these executions Michael. I think

for most of us it’s a light at a very, very long tunnel. Please don’t blow

it out.

No mercy. How they have done it shall be done unto them. Get rid of

all these lying criminals.

It gives me hope to hear of another traitor being taken out. I’d prefer

to see them televised but this is enough for now.
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There was an article on the arrest of James Baker several months

ago, but I’ve never seen a follow up. Has he been before the tribunal?

Convicted? Executed?

I enjoy reading the latest executions. With all the bad stuff

happening, from all the death and murder. It’s nice to hear that they

are getting what they deserve. Wish it was public through.

Public Executions.

I just want to thank you for all your hard work. Some people don’t

believe what you post is true. I am hoping everything you write is

true.

Thank you for your reporting, please continue to report on the

executions. As many details as you can. I know non of these people or

most of them could care less and not remorseful for their sins. But

we the people want to know what is happening. Your work is

excellent and I come everyday anxiously hoping to see that justice

has been served to these horrible people. God Bless you 🙏

Please continue your articles regarding executions of these evil evil

people. You’re doing a great . We appreciate it.

Why didn’t the parents or relatives of the volunteers who sign the

NDA did not speak up about the loss of their loved one. They didn’t

sign the NDA the volunteer side the NDA. Families are very

connected. If one was going to volunteer for vaccine family knows

prior to the injection & signing of the NDA. You cannot tell me that

family is not aware what had happened to the loved ones.

Please do not delete.

I am very interested in exactly how Justice is meted and brought to

fruition. I am neither happy or sad. I am an observer who knows that

everyone makes choices. These monsters will be brought to justice

one by one. I for one trust RRN to bring information that otherwise

would be lost. Hope is eternal. Thank GOD.
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Oh, how I wish these arrests and executions were Live Streamed!!! It

would do my soul good to watch a few demons swing from a rope!! A

Firing Squad would bring me joy too!!

This is a running tally I have been compiling from RRN. I’m sure I

missed some >

https://realrawnews.com/2021/04/hillary-clinton-hanged-

at-gitmo/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2021/09/bill-clinton-dead-at-

gitmo/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2021/11/chelsea-clinton-hanged-

at-gitmo/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/01/george-w-bush-hanged-

at-gitmo/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2021/10/bill-gates-hanged-at-

gimo-ahead-of-schedule/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/01/dick-cheney-hanged-at-

gitmo/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/04/gitmo-double-header-

execution-anthony-fauci-loretta-lynch/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2021/10/hunter-biden-hanged-

at-gitmo/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/01/gavin-newsom-gets-

death-penalty/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/04/dr-deborah-birx-was-

executed-last-june/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2021/08/shifty-adam-schiff-

faces-firing-squad/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2021/08/military-eliminates-

william-barr/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/03/sonia-sotomayor-

hanged-at-gitmo/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/06/alec-baldwin-hanged-

in-crazy-execution/

 

https://realrawnews.com/2021/04/hillary-clinton-hanged-at-gitmo/
https://realrawnews.com/2021/09/bill-clinton-dead-at-gitmo/
https://realrawnews.com/2021/11/chelsea-clinton-hanged-at-gitmo/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/01/george-w-bush-hanged-at-gitmo/
https://realrawnews.com/2021/10/bill-gates-hanged-at-gimo-ahead-of-schedule/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/01/dick-cheney-hanged-at-gitmo/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/04/gitmo-double-header-execution-anthony-fauci-loretta-lynch/
https://realrawnews.com/2021/10/hunter-biden-hanged-at-gitmo/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/01/gavin-newsom-gets-death-penalty/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/04/dr-deborah-birx-was-executed-last-june/
https://realrawnews.com/2021/08/shifty-adam-schiff-faces-firing-squad/
https://realrawnews.com/2021/08/military-eliminates-william-barr/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/03/sonia-sotomayor-hanged-at-gitmo/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/06/alec-baldwin-hanged-in-crazy-execution/
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https://realrawnews.com/2022/02/dr-francis-collins-

hanged-at-gitmo/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2021/11/military-executes-

andrew-cuomo/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/07/military-convicts-

denis-mcdonough/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2021/06/john-podesta-executed-

at-gitmo/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2021/06/john-brennan-hanged-

at-gitmo/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/05/military-hangs-tom-

vilsack/

https://realrawnews.com/2022/06/military-convicts-

executes-white-house-deputy-chief-of-staff-jennifer-dillon/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/07/military-convicts-and-

executes-michael-sussmann/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2021/07/military-executes-tom-

hanks/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2021/10/hanks-former-co-star-

peter-scolari-executed-by-military/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/09/brian-stelter-executed/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/10/military-hangs-to-

death-us-ambassador-to-ukraine-bridget-brink/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/09/military-tribunal-

convicts-paul-pelosi/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2022/11/moderna-ceo-hanged-

at-gitmo/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2023/01/trump-attends-hahns-

execution/

 
https://realrawnews.com/2023/01/nec-director-brian-

deese-hanged-at-gitmo/

Thanks Michale –Yes please keep execution details going.

 
Also ” He died of an allergic reaction to the anesthesia.” Means all the

Rockerfeller pharma medicines are unsafe. Lastvyear I collapsed

https://realrawnews.com/2022/02/dr-francis-collins-hanged-at-gitmo/
https://realrawnews.com/2021/11/military-executes-andrew-cuomo/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/07/military-convicts-denis-mcdonough/
https://realrawnews.com/2021/06/john-podesta-executed-at-gitmo/
https://realrawnews.com/2021/06/john-brennan-hanged-at-gitmo/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/05/military-hangs-tom-vilsack/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/06/military-convicts-executes-white-house-deputy-chief-of-staff-jennifer-dillon/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/07/military-convicts-and-executes-michael-sussmann/
https://realrawnews.com/2021/07/military-executes-tom-hanks/
https://realrawnews.com/2021/10/hanks-former-co-star-peter-scolari-executed-by-military/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/09/brian-stelter-executed/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/10/military-hangs-to-death-us-ambassador-to-ukraine-bridget-brink/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/09/military-tribunal-convicts-paul-pelosi/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/11/moderna-ceo-hanged-at-gitmo/
https://realrawnews.com/2023/01/trump-attends-hahns-execution/
https://realrawnews.com/2023/01/nec-director-brian-deese-hanged-at-gitmo/
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after LOCAL anethesia…It’s no longer clean. One should seriously

consider any alternative Doctor now.

Can’t trust any doctors or dentists anymore.

 
I feel sorry for people who have to get treated for heart attacks,

cancer, strokes, childbirth, organ transplants, broken bones, brain

tumours, gunshots or burns because they get jabbed without their

consent, even with documented orders not to jab either awake or

asleep. Even the newborns are getting jabbed against against the

mother’s mandate documents. Or they get refused care unless they

submit to the jabs and die so the doctors and nurses can get a death

check.

 
It’s a real shame… either stay sick, give birth alone in excruciating

labor, let the teeth rot and fall out and suffer the pain, forgo urgently

needed surgery, or risk getting jabbed against your will because they

will refuse necessary care unless one gets jabbed for heart attacks,

broken bones, strokes, dental infections, shootings or burns.

I can’t wait until the executions are live. I want to see the monsters

squirm. They inflicted pain and suffering on children, so now they

will get to know what it’s like to be like the children they slaughtered

mercilessly, with no chance or hope of escape.

Please continue to post all the details as you have been until all

70.000.000 have been captured and executed. It did not bother any

of the evil ones to kill as many of the innocents as they did without

remorse. That is a global number so numerous countries are

involved. I would love to help the Marines if I was able. I appreciate

your hard work!!!

You are the only place there seems to be on the internet posting

about the convictions and executions. Please continue to do so. We

can tell your site is a “Soft reveal site.” You are part the only real

news out there. Actually I would like to hear about more of them.

Thank you
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“Protecting corporate secrets is not a crime”?

I guess the entire corporation is guilty. How do you spell ‘Hostile

takeover’?

Yes, keep posting executions, even if nothing extraordinary happens.

INQUIRING MINDS WANT TO KNOW. In fact, I wouldn’t mind

seeing, in a side bar, updated regularly, of completed executions.

I think every product with the Johnson & Johnson name on it be

pulled off of shelves and do an extreme bonfire publicly; with

explanation as to why we’re doing it! Also, WH military find all those

doctors who were aiding and abetting this vaccine charade and do a

public hanging!

 
There’s a lot more ppl who will be dying as a result of all vaccines

unfortunately, so let them have their closure at seeing the reward of

the wicked!!

I always enjoyed reports of the executions. Very satisfying they were

indeed. Wouldn’t want you to get bored though.

Mike….please CONTINUE with the **raw news**….especially news

regarding the EXECUTIONS of these scumbags. Your reporting is

the very BEST !!

They have done the crime they were charged with, and been justly

convicted, by a Trusted Military tribunal ! I say we need to know the

consequences of their justice, being served !!

Absolutely agree to keep telling us about the trials and executions!

We need to know things are happening that are not being reported

elsewhere.

 
Vice Admiral Crandall is our hero! and we love how you write. keep

up the great work please!

Last edited 4 hours ago by Addie
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Michael, Most of us don’t care about repetition and it helps us to

know what is really happening. I, anxiously, await every article

published here. One of very few sources to follow the truth.

keep going with the reports of executions.

i need to know on what or who was in charge of this garbage they

pulled.

Yes sir, it does do me good to see and read about the executions.

There are very few places on the internet that I am aware of

providing us actual truthful news on things and people that matter.

So any reports you are able to share, we all would LOVE to have

them here to read. So please don’t give up writing them. Its the only

small bit of ultimate justice we have these days. And YES – more

details, if you can share them, we crave them. Please and thank you!

Yes, Please do post about the executions. These people have

committed heinous crimes against all of us. It certainly makes my

day a little brighter knowing that another one of them has left the

planet.

What a peace of shit this so-called doctor of painful death he is, and

all for a few dollars more. These nutty humans on this planet will do

anything for a few extra shekkles! No sympathy for this rich low life

honky and he’ll probably pee his pants on the walk to the gallos, boo

hooing while the noose is placed on his neck saying he was given

immunity to kill….

Your articles give me hope that real things are happening. Certain

narratives have been interesting to see about the executions. I

faithfully read every one of your articles. It’s never too graphic and I

really appreciate your sight.

Please don’t stop the articles of execution. They form a completeness,

a wholeness and a what-goes-around, comes-around for those filthy

sick bastards!
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I thought the Good Guys Military were releasing what they think we

should know in various time intervals, just asking?

I think we all have had our share of repetitiveness horse sh!t from the

fake news syndicate.

Keep on Truck’in Michael..

please do not delete any postings!! I appreciate you opening eyes to a

lot of people asleep!! bless you & the work you are doing for US!

Absolutely Mr Baxter, those evil people got what they deserved, a one

way ticket to Gitmo; give us what we deserve … finality and

restitution for their crimes against humanity!

I too will gladly read the repitition of executions etc especialy if its

about the individuals refrenced here like janssen, what an unhuman

pathetic creature he appears to be, i dont normally judge but this one

if proven guilty deserves everything coming to him

PLEASE continue with the “whole” story including the sentencings

and executions. Many of us NEED to know and to see that there have

been consequences to the murderous actions of these wicked evil

people. Most of us have suffered numerous heartbreaks due to Covid

19 evil practices these past 2 years plus. We read your articles

everyday. You are appreciated and kept in our prayers daily. Thank

you Mr. Baxter, we know we will read the truth from you.

Reporting the executions as an aside (unless POTUS Trump attends

in person) is fine with me. Meanwhile, the Deep State is now using

freight train derailments, with lethal chemicals, to kill people they

weren’t able to force their death-vaccine upon. Elections are now a

rigged farce. So how much longer before the White Hats can

overthrow this illegitimate criminal regime??

Mike reports on those as well — the plane crashes, the train wrecks,

the chopper calamities like the Osprey, anything that is connected

with treason or the jabs or the deep state abominations that are
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connected to the homosexual punk brat hypocrite Pete Buttigieg who

is covering up the jab stats and traitors that contribute to these

fatalities.

 
Please continue your great work including reporting the executions,

even with the crazy antics and drama, Michael; because these

executions are proof justice is finally being done, and we can’t get it

from any other source. DJT being there makes our day! You are

doing a huge work with the details, and We the People don’t care if

they are lengthy because they are the best ones. With the details on

the executions, we KNOW these criminals against humanity are

getting their just desserts. Keep it up, Mike!!

Please continue with all that you do. I am also a long time reader &

read all of your articles. Those of us that frequent your sight don’t see

it as repetition, it’s important information to us us. Thank you for

what you do & for your time.

Rhonda

 
Texas

 

 


